Preliminary evaluation of dose-effect relationships for vibration induced white finger in Japan.
Habitual use of many vibrating tools has been found to be connected with the appearance of various disorders affecting the blood vessels, nerves, bones, joints, muscles or connective tissues of the hand and forearm. The vibration exposures required to cause these diseases are not known exactly, either with respect to vibration intensity and the vibration frequency spectrum, or with respect to daily exposure time and total exposure period. The purpose of this study is to investigate available data on the physical conditions in Japan that have caused vibration induced white finger (VWF) and attempt to establish approximate relationships between vibration conditions and prevalence of VWF. The vibration conditions were evaluated using the method of vibration assessment recommended by the International Standardized Organization, which uses the weighted vibration level of the frequency weighted, dominant, single axis component of vibration directed into the hand. A clear correlation between level, prevalence of VWF and exposure period can be found. The results also suggest the relationship between the weighted levels and latent intervals. These dose-effect relationships enable the prediction of the average latent interval for a population group and the range of progression of the disorders--all from a measurement of the vibration entering the hands. In Japanese cases, 4, 8, and 15% of VWF prevalence correspond with 10, 20, and 40% of VWF prevalence in the Draft International Standard ISO/DIS 5349 (1982) within the weighted vibration level range of 2 to 50m X s-2.